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Churchwardens:

Mr K Evans, 6 High Acres
(0116) 259 6438
Mrs A Grindley, 3 Forge Court
(0116) 259 6741
Secretary:
Mr J Williamson
(0116) 259 6448
Treasurer:
Mrs. H Howe
hannahhowe@btinternet.com
Organist & Director of Music Dr Simon Ainge
07971 833110
Children’s Groups:
Mr & Mrs Ratcliffe
(0116) 259 6246

GOADBY ST. JOHN THE BAPTIST
Sunday Services:
Churchwardens:
Hon Secretary &
Churchwarden:
Hon Treasurer:

See Church noticeboard
Keith Evans & Andrea Grindley

See contacts above

Charles Stewart, Hillcroft, Goadby
(0116) 259 8310
Hugh Stevenson, The Dower House, Goadby (0116) 259 8294

SKEFFINGTON ST. THOMAS BECKET
Sunday Services:

see church porch and printed notice.

Churchwardens:

Mrs B Preston
Mr W G Ginns, White Lodge
Mr D Holland
Mrs Valerie Chouler
Mr D Holland & Mr M Griffiths

Secretary:
Treasurer:
Organ:

(0116) 259 9147
(0116) 259 6301
(0116) 259 6550
(0116) 259 9477
(0116) 259 9254

HUNGARTON ST. JOHN THE BAPTIST

ROLLESTON

ST. JOHN THE BAPTIST

Sunday services:

1st Sunday Holy Communion by ZOOM

Churchwardens:

Cynthia Mclaughlan

KEYHAM

ALL SAINTS

Sunday Services:

2nd Sunday Holy Communion by ZOOM

Churchwardens:

Richard Windle
Hugh Henderson

9.00am

(0116) 259 5680

10.00am

(0116) 259 5281
(0116) 259 5214

NOSELEY
ST. MARY

BILLESDON BAPTIST CHAPEL
Sunday Service: 10.30 Sunday Worship
& Wowzers (on ZOOM)
Contact:

Brian Boley Tel 07485 046000
billesdonpastor@gmail.com
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Ramblings
Questions
have
been
raised in the past, (tongue in
cheek), as to my ability to
remain in the country as
“being a foreigner and all...!”

sexuality but rather on appearance, idiosyncrasy or circumstance.
I am intrigued by the effect judgement
has on the judge, and the overall effect
on the communication.
Some time ago I was doing some volunteering work and as part of my training
I was asked to have a conversation with
someone over the phone and then to
have the same conversation, face to
face.

I respond with.. not being
able to become “Socially English” as it is
in the nature of a community to tag others with an easily identifier…hence I remain South African 37 years after arriving and despite my British Citizenship. My conversation was with an attractive
(Available for inspection by appointment) sounding person who was engaging and
This has had many advantages, I recall certainly sparked an interest in me. On
being stopped by a policeman for some meeting the person face to face they did
indiscretion and on hearing my accent not manifest the same spark and yet
assumed I was here on holiday. I, of over the years of working with them I got
course did nothing to correct his as- to know the person behind the voice,
sumption and instead of a possible pen- ignoring the appearance and we became
alty I was advised on UK driving good good friends. Had I met them face to
practice and sent on my way. Had I, had face first, I might never have had the
an inner metropolis accent I might not banter and engagement I enjoyed with
have been so lucky.
them and their friends whom I got to
This is not the only benefit I have en- meet subsequently.
joyed, as I have not being pigeonholed
in a particular class, political persuasion
or inclination and pretty much been able
to engage with anyone as an equal,
even amongst the aristocracy who usually have some illegitimate family link
hidden in the colonies to whom they
vaguely refer, on meeting me!

I find myself often, in the normal anxiety of first meeting people, after the “once
up and down”, superficially arriving at a
judgement about someone, which is almost instinctive and difficult to alter once
arrived at. And there’s the rub! Perhaps we should not arrive at a judgement too soon...

So consider this… had I had some discerning accent or different features
would my life have been as it was, even
though inside I was the same person?
I’m not speaking of the simple clear social norms of avoiding a bigoted judgement over race, religion, gender and

So, in our community engagement with
our fellow parishioners, embrace the
character as a whole, enjoy them for the
things you have in common and set
aside judgement on the things you don’t
until you better know and understand.
Richard Walkden
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The Churches of Billesdon
cum Goadby and
Rolleston; Skeffington;
Hungarton and Keyham
Light at the end of the…

with hope for the signs of change and
long with all of you for the time when
we can meet without restriction and
celebrate together. I continue to pray
for our whole community, every blessSteps! You may have been expecting ing
the usual ‘tunnel’ but I don’t always do Revd Alison
or say what’s expected! Light at the Sandra Beadman
end of the steps though, because (Secretary
and
thanks to Billesdon Parish Council – Bursar) and Lisa
(Acting
really big thank you to everyone in- Wilcocks
Head)
volved – the church steps now have a
beautiful, traditionally shaped lamp by Billesdon Parochial Charities say
them, complimenting the one on the THANK YOU to our School community!
Old School.
Billesdon parochial charities is here to
Spring has always been a season help anyone in our community who
where we begin to see signs of hope in finds themselves in need, originally this
the buds and first leaves, the lamp – was particularly the elderly, in recent
and our clock working again – are years we have of course kept that but
signs of hope, as we move forward out added the focus of education. In this
of what has been a very strange and pandemic the trustees were so aware
for some extremely difficult time.
that our primary school has been open
Those of you who have experienced for key workers children all the way
bereavement in this time will know how through, that the teaching was happenhard that has been, restrictions, the ing in school and at home simultanefact it’s hard to even let people know ously and the sheer hard work and efand last but by no means least the dis- fort every member of staff was giving
tance we have to keep. All of these was incredible.
things will pass, we will see light not So we decided the best thing we could
just at the end of the steps or the tun- do right now would be to say thank you
nel but we will find ourselves walking in to our staff, all 17 of them, from the
light again, chatting, hugging, singing – cleaner to the acting head each person
all these will come, the hard things is plays a vital role in keeping our
….children safe and well at this time.
we still don’t know when.
The charity provided money to buy
We are hoping and planning a physical
‘spoil yourself’ gifts and very kindly
service in Church on Easter day at
Waitrose in Market Harborough added
11am – you will be able to come in pera ‘Give a Little Love’ candle and mug
son! We are of course keeping all the
for each one. Revd Alison got out her
covid-secure measures required but I
sewing machine and made colourful
still hope for a party popper and organ
cloth bags to put all the goodies in and
music even if we can’t yet sing togeththey were taken to school, individually
er. This Easter will no doubt still be
labelled, with our thanks.
different, as Christmas was, but I look
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Projectors and Screens in both Lounge and Main Hall

From the Registers…
Funeral: Anne Day, 5th March,
Billesdon
Funeral: Florence Elizabeth Mary
Greatorex, 8th March, Billesdon
Funeral: Reginald Ellis, 17th March,
Billesdon
Billesdon Chapel

be playing a “Real or Virtual” game,
having a Not-an-Easter Egg Hunt as
well as some Easter songs and music
and looking at the Not-Virtual story of
Easter featuring a real sceptic. We will
be including all the family, so why not
join us at 10.30am on Easter Sunday?
Virtually!
Zoom link is: zoom.us/j/833091634
Almost but not
Brian Boley
quite – this is a
Billesdon Baptist Chapel
definition of the
Keeping in touch
word virtual. VirtuWe are keeping in contact by
al is defined as
WhatsApp, Facebook, phone, email,
almost a
thing
or quality. This means that our virtual text, post or any other way.
meetings on Zoom are almost meetings We want to ensure that everyone is
but not quite.
cared for and encouraged through
We can understand this, meeting online these continuing difficult times.
and not being able to meet in person
means that we can almost meet but not Sunday Worship
We are meeting online together on Suncompletely meet.
Virtual is applied to so many nouns – day mornings at 10.30am for Sunday
virtual assistant, virtual interview, virtual Worship.
parliament, virtual tour and then to cap Sunny Days
it all, virtual reality. There is a reality Whilst our group for pre-schoolers and
that we can be part of, it is almost real, their parents/carers is unable to meet in
but not quite reality! Isn’t this how it person, please note there is a dedicated
feels to be living through this pandem- Facebook page and email address:
ic?
Sunny Days-Home (Facebook) and
It is almost Easter, so can we apply the www.billesdonsunnydays@gmail.com
adjective virtual to Easter? What would to keep connected.
virtual Easter be like? What do you
think? Obviously, I have an opinion Home Group
about this and
On Wednesday evenings at 7.30 p.m. is
that is why we
our online Home Group. This is an opare looking at
portunity to encourage one another and
Virtual Easter
pray.
on
Easter
You can join these meetings by phone
Sunday – is
or on the internet – please let us know if
Easter virtual
you want the details of how to join us.
or real?
Because we
will not be
meeting
in
person we will

Contact
Brian
Boley,
07485046000, billesdonpastor@gmail.com
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Goadby Gleanings
An article in The Oldie (Thinking outside the phone box, Justin Warshaw;
The Oldie March 2021/397) drew my
attention to the history of our familiar
red telephone boxes. A variety of telephone boxes were introduced by independent telecommunications companies but by 1913 control of all, except
the system in Hull, was assumed by
the GPO. This reorganisation that led
to the GPO looking for a uniform design. The first was the K1 (Kiosk design
1) introduced in 1921. This year is
therefore the centenary of the phone
box, which sadly is almost redundant
with widespread mobile phone technology. The phone box is now more likely
to be used as a library, village notice
board or site of a defibrillator.
The proposal for K1 was that it should
match the red pillar boxes but the style
was considered to be poor and was not
popular. In 1924 the GPO held a competition to design a replacement. The
winner of the competition was Giles
Gilbert Scott with the K2. This met with
public approval but was expensive and
was not installed outside London.
There followed attempts to provide less
expensive kiosks between 1929 and
1935 but those denoted as K3, K4 and
K5 were unpopular and created obstruction to the highway in some instances. In 1935 Gilbert Scott was

asked to modify his design of K2 such
that it was cheaper and caused less
inconvenience to pedestrians and traffic. What resulted is the K6 which is
familiar to all.
One feature of the phone box, not commonly appreciated, is the crown which
is cast in each side
just below the
dome. In Scott’s
original design the
crown was perforated to permit
ventilation. Kiosks
manufactured before 1953 had the Tudor Crown which
is evident in the Goadby phone box.
Following the coronation
of
H.M.
Queen Elizabeth II,
the crown reverted
to
St
Edwards
Crown used on the
insignia of Queen
Victoria.
This is seen on the Billesdon phone
box. It is astonishing the details that
are around us! Those living in Scotland
have a Scottish Crown to pacify the
Scottish Nationalists. Another feature,
which visitors to Goadby will have noticed the loss of the bench which had
been
present on the
village
green since
donated in
the
late
1990s by Jill
and
Ted
Blake.
The original
was replaced again, by Jill Blake in
2004, when it fell into disrepair. Sadly
this too fell apart at the end of last year.
Cont. on page 11
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the snow, and the
small patches of
Thanks to a generous donation from Snowdrops
and
Margaret Harris when she moved Primroses are alaway, the village purchased a replace- ready in flower.
ment which now stands
Down on the wain pride of place. Hours
ter the Moorhens are busy collecting
after being installed it
nesting material and, on a bright sunny
was already providing
day, it's a delight to hear the increase
rest for those walking
in birdsong, including that of the Song
through the village.
Thrush.
Charles Stewart
Many
visitors
continue to derive
pleasure from the
resident Robins,
the first 7spot
Ladybird
and
Small Tortoiseshell Butterfly have been
sighted and by the time
this is published, we might
even have Toads and
Frogs spawning in the
pool. Spring has hopefully
sprung.
Cont. from.page 9

Jo Edwards
Our Dearly Departed

Woodland Pool

I recently had a conversation with the
wife of a member the village community, we lost this year. This lady finds
herself in the unfortunate position of
having to bring people up to date on
the loss of her husband, many months
after his funeral which is an uncomfortable reminder.

This time last year I had already recorded and photographed Blackthorn
blossoming at the pool, however, the
recent cold weather, with its resulting
snow and ice, has delayed the onset of
flowering this year.

As one, conscious of the loss of our
older generation to our community, I
would like to ask if there is anyone who
would like a piece added to the parish
magazine to make others aware of
their loss.

A vital source of pollen for bees, the
flowers appear before the leaves so it
is easy to identify, as are the blue/black
sloe berries produced in the autumn.
The two clumps of Winter Aconites put
on a colourful display, until buried by

I would be happy to add a photo and a
paragraph of anyone who has passed
away in our community over the pandemic in the context of remembering
them
Editor
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his career he has three times experienced redundancy, and after one of
Ian Guyler
these he decided on a career break.
While planning to write
This lead him on a expansive world tour
this piece I came across
taking in cricket with the Barmy Army in
a Leicester Mercury artiAustralia, New Zealand, India and the
cle from three years ago
West Indies, the football world cup in
headlined ‘ Why firms
Japan, the Rugby World Cup in Australturn to Ian Guyler…’
ia and three British Lions tours. That
I was briefly tempted to copy and paste stopped in 2009 when he didn’t quite
it here, and have a surreptitious month make it to South Africa again. Therein
off, but thought better of it. If you lies a story.
Google it you can find out about his On arrival in Johannesburg with his
origins in Milton Keynes, his degree at pals in the early hours, Ian ran into trouthe then Leicester Poly, and his suc- ble as a result of his globetrotting: his
cessful track record of employment, passport was deemed to be full, ie no
fund raising and then consultancy work room for the obligatory stamp. His prosince then. So I’ll leave all that and fo- tests were waved away and he was
cus instead on some of his personal lead away, ultimately into a large illegal
anecdotes.
immigration custody cell along with a
When the breathalyser was introduced group of Pakistanis and Africans.
with a vengeance in the sixties, it was
curtains for many country pubs, with
drinkers forced back to their urban
homelands to sup their favourite ales.
Ian was regularly travelling from his
home in Leicester to play cricket for his
Norton and Gaulby Cricket Club (he
now still plays but for Neville Holt), after
which they would adjourn to The
Queen’s Head for after-match refreshments.

His plight lasted throughout the day. He
was told he had to leave the country
and go back to his last destination
which was Dubai. His pals were in close
telephone contact, not so much because they cared for his welfare but
because he still had all the match tickets.

A Checkpoint Charlie-type secure handover was arranged under close security
and then Ian was duly despatched back
During the course of these sessions he to Dubai. He awarded himself a week’s
realised that there was only one way to holiday there as a consolation.
get around the drink-drive laws, and
Ian still plays 5 a side at Tugby and he
that was to move here.
still straps on the pads for Neville Holt.
When Ian started his own consultancy He’s a keen cyclist – but never wears
company he called it Pedigree Filbert Lycra – and enjoys walking with his
Ltd. There’s a theme emerging here. friends, clients and busiOur editor told me that Ian is the only ness contracts.
person Richard knows who actually
Would you believe we ran
owns a pub. He’s now the only one I
into one of the last of those
know too: it’s a little number near The
during our isolated walk to
Wash, part of his pension pot.
Skeffington!
The Filbert bit is an entrée into looking
at some of his sporting interests. During Peter Francis
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Billesdon WI
In February on our
Zoom Meeting we
heard all about a
Dairy Farm in Somerby. Maybe during
the summer we can
manage a visit
to the farm to see the cows and have
afternoon tea!
On Saturday March 6th nine of us attended the Leicestershire Federation
Council meeting, again on Zoom. We
had excellent Speakers
And it was a good morning “out” !
March 17th we will have a talk from
Canine Partners
April 21st David Allen will give a talk
entitled “ Manners dearest!”

during the week before the meeting
(usually Mondays) you should contact
the Village Clerk or any Councillor, and
we will put it on the agenda.
Recent activity includes securing an
agreement with someone to mow the
Woodland pool meadows twice a year
(and clear the grass away) and the
erection of the new vintage street lamp
outside the church, replacing the one
that suffered when the two big trees
were removed. I think it looks rather
elegant.

Our Local district councillor is adding
his weight to try and get some sort of
bollards or devices on the pavement
outside the School to discourage motorists driving on the pavement to get
by. This sort of activity happens occasionally, and we want to investigate
For more information or to join us, ring
what can be done.
Lois on 2596312.
Still complaints about LITTER ( even
an increasing national problem) and
Lois Parker
dog POO wont go away, but a big
Billesdon Parish Council
THANKYOU for those picking litter on
the approaches to Billesdon, every
The evenings are startpicked up McDonalds cast off helps!!
ing to appear and we
are no all scheduled to
draw the curtains at 5
pm, which is hopefully
the start of what we all
hope for this summer.
Meanwhile the Parish Council does
what it can to help the Village
(including the rest of the Parish) to continue developing in a way
that ,hopefully , everybody approves.
There is a mechanism, before each
Parish Council meeting, called an
‘public forum’ where any member of
the Parish can attend at the start of the
meeting, and raise any issues on a
subject that is being discussed by the
Council on that evening. If it was to be
on something not on the Agenda
(published on the Village notice board
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Billesdon Church Clock

Monday 1st of March was bit of a
scramble, the electrician came at twenty past twelve and left about two pm
with Cumbria Clocks arriving about
twenty past four. Two engineers spent
the rest of the week carrying out the
work in the tower and re installing the
clock.

In the March BDPNV I told you how
much of the clock had been removed to
the workshop of Cumbria Clocks in
Penrith. To facilitate the re installation
of the clock and to enable the restoration work that was required for the
parts of the clock that had remained in
the tower, some minor electrical work During the work they found another
minor issue that has required them to
was needed.
take another part of the clock up to
Cumbria, but they did manage to get
the clock running again on Thursday
night, so the observant amongst you

I enquired of Cumbria Clocks how long
they estimated it would be before they
brought the clock back and I was advised eight to ten weeks, plenty of time
for the electrician to come. How wrong
can you be? Just over two weeks had
passed when I was contacted by Cumbria Clocks to see if they could come
on Monday 1st March, naturally we said
yes.

will have noticed the clock is serving
the village again.
The chimes are not yet complete as the
part that needs repair is part of the
quarter chimes. Hopefully, this will be
returned in the not-too-distant future
and the chimes will be heard across
the village again.
The irony is that the day you received
the March BDPNV work started to reinstall the clock. After this extensive work
is completed, we can look forward to
our clock ticking for many years to
come.
Alan Parker

Please sponsor this page!
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Billesdon Cricket Club
Preparations are well
under way for the 2021
season
at
Billesdon
Cricket Club.
Subject to restrictions being lifted the
season will start in April with the club
fielding 1st and 2nd XI teams on Saturdays in the Leicestershire and Rutland
Cricket League. In addition a number
of cup competitions have also been
entered and there may also be the possibility of some Sunday friendly matches against local sides later in the summer.

Summer Camp will be held over 3 days
in August. All the junior sessions during
the season and also the Cricket Summer Camp will be run by qualified cricket coaches.
New members are always welcome.
For more details on junior cricket opportunities for boys and girls of all ages
at Billesdon Cricket Club please contact Ben Miles (mobile 07532 216808).
For any anyone interested in playing
senior cricket or being involved with the
club behind the scenes please contact
me.
Paul Miles Mobile: 07749 422547

SLOW BROADBAND?????

Billesdon Ultrafast Community
Project.

Despite not being able to start until July
the club’s junior section had a very
successful season in 2020. There were
a lot of practice sessions and games
against other local teams. The objective this year is to build on that success. During the summer weekly structured junior coaching sessions will be
held on Thursday nights (6pm start) at
Coplow Lane. In addition a Cricket

We have very limited time left to
apply for this grant from BT. It
depends on the community expressing their support for the
scheme by logging on to https://
www. opereach .com /
connectmycommunity completing the questionnaire for your
post code and pledging your
grant to the community fund.

Please get behind this urgently…
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If the weather is good the temptation is
to start planting tender plants out but it
From the Nurseries
is best to wait until the middle of next
month, there is nothing more frustratApril is always a busy month at the ing than getting them
nurseries, with the warmer spring frosted.
weather all of a sudden the seedlings
start to rocket and they all seem to Happy gardening
want potting at the same time.
John Parson
It’s being reported about a national
Leicestershire
shortage of plants this year but rest
Hedgehog Resassured our tunnels will be bursting at
cue
the seams with home grown plants.
With wind, rain,
The lawns will be growing away well snow, hungry, small and ill our hedgeand now is a good time to feed with a hog huts and boxes have been as
good quality artificial.
full as could be, but what do you do
when another one arrives, make anThe best time to apply is just after cutother box, buy more hay, see a vet
ting and when there is some moisture
perhaps, make sure there is enough
in the soil or when rain is forecast.
food.
Keep the blades of your mower set
We are glad that husbands can make
fairly high whilst there is still a threat of
new boxes and houses, but where are
frost.
they kept the boxes, mostly on shelves
Any bare patches can be raked over in light outside sheds with lighting and
heating and if appropriate outside
and scattered with seed.
hedgehog houses full of hay, deep
Growing your own gets more popular enough to keep then to enable good
year on year and we have a good sleep.
range of ready to plant edibles. Cabbage, broccoli, Brussels, lettuce, soft But this winter I know they have rested
fruit, seed potatoes, onions and leeks, on landings,, in bath rooms, lots in
bedrooms and lounges.
these can all be planted now.
Covering the newly planted veggies
with fleece will give them a good head
start by protecting them from the
weather and the Beady eyes of pigeons.

With the warmer weather which came
at the beginning of the month our
hedgehogs began to awake, ,just a few
at a time.
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Billesdon C of E Primary School –
February - The busiest, shortest
month ever!
It was a relief to open as normal in
February as we had had to close our
Key Worker provision for 2 days at
the end of January, thanks to our
huge dollop of snow! However, as
soon as were smoothly running
again – another snow storm hit!
This time we only lost one afternoon
of school, thanks to our wonderful,
resilient staff who kept everything
going using our new digital learning
platform and our hardy Teaching Assistants who battled the conditions on foot
to keep the school open for the rest of
the week until the thaw came. What a
team!

Each class had activities and work to
complete which generated discussion,
provided support and developed our
children’s understanding of how to express themselves and how that might
look.
Our youngest children made worry
dolls and paper people after reading
Paper Dolls by Julia Donaldson, our
KS1 children displayed well-being
waves in our windows to show empathy and also explored their “superhero” skills by making super hero cuffs
to show what their good qualities were.

Within the life of the school, learning
has continued throughout, whether at
home or on site. February is a busy
month as we supported Children’s
Mental Health week, the theme of
which was “Express Yourselves” and
the work completed that week was extremely important in supporting the well
-being of our children (especially during
this testing period).

In lower KS2, the children dressed in
their own choice of clothes to show an
expression of their character and what
they enjoyed – it was a super and very
colourful parade!
These children also drew their feelings
on body outlines so that they could
identify what they were feeling and how
this affected different parts of their bodies. Cont… page 24
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Cont... from page 22

Our eldest children made affirmation
jars which were filled with the children’s
own best qualities and character traits
and the jars decorated to their individual
tastes
The children have
been encouraged to
use their jars to dip
into when needed as
reminders of how
fantastic they are
when they may be
having unsure moments, which they now understand is
natural and affects everyone.
February is also the month where we
emphasise the safe use of computer
based skills on Safer Internet Day.
This year the theme was about developing “an internet we trust” and the
activities centred around recognising
safe use of the internet and how to
spot “fake news” – an important skill
to develop!

The school has been permanently
open (even during holiday periods in
Lockdown 1) and the staff have been
adaptable, dependable and professional in providing education and pastoral
care to our children. The Charity delivered bags of “well-being” for every
member of staff to send their love and
thanks for the work they have done.
This has caused many a watery eye
with pleasure and has been greatly
appreciated – thank you!
We are now preparing for a new phase
again – the school will be open to all
children from 8th March, with our usual
Covid-19 safe procedures firmly in
place and the staff and I will be delighted to welcome our children back to be
with us – we have missed them all!
Lisa Willcocks
Acting Headteacher
Billesdon C of E Primary School

Our children looked at creating fake
and real facts, made posters for top
tips for safe internet searching, became internet detectives to spot edited
images and evaluated the role of Adverts and
“influencers” on our
behaviour. All the
skills developed will
build up to protect
the children in the
future and help
them to keep pace with developments.

The school staff have felt very valued
and loved during this month, thanks
to the Billesdon Parochial Charity.
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Gates and Fencing

As I am writing this
article, the snow has
subsided for some
slightly warmer temperatures and a first
hint at Springtime. Hurrah! In the coming months, this weather should hopefully prove nicer, to start spending time
in the garden.

‘Prickastrip’ or ‘Anti-Climb
Prick Strips’ to apply to the
top of the fence, which are
legal plastic PVC spikes,
and are effective at keeping away any intruders.

If this is something you were considering, then we recommend either screwing the strip, or gluing with a sturdy
wood glue, to the top of the fence.
One thing we are asked about frequently on visits, is about garden fencing and There is also the option for using nails,
but these are more likely to be prised
gates. Especially in the local area, there
off by anyone wanting to gain entry.
are some rather fabulous gardens,
which people put a lot of time and effort These strips are a good legal alternainto maintaining.
tive to putting up barbed or razor wire
But how to ensure the perimeter of your around your property, and are also a lot
garden, by means of gates and fencing, more aesthetically pleasing!
lends itself towards crime prevention?

The first thing to note is the height.
There are actually restrictions in how
high you can have your garden fencing.
At the front of the property, if the fencing is running alongside a road, public
footpath, or public highway, the maximum height of the fencing should be 1
metre, or 3 foot 3.

But for any advice regarding your fencing, please contact us at the Crime Prevention Team, happy to help!
Georgie Greensmith & Al Cook,
Crime Reduction Officers at Leicestershire Police
Letters to the Editor

There has been much discussion in the
parish magazine concerning parking on
pavements. On
my daily walks
I have noticed
this quite a lot.
I have taken a
photo by way
of example and wonder whether in your
However, there may be a few excep- position as editor you could take this up
tions. Your local council may permit the with the miscreants concerned!
addition of trellis to the top of the fence,
Dear “Anon” Whilst I am very happy to
taking the height over 2 metres, but this
include your correspondence, my cawill need to be checked with Planning,
pacity as editor does not include that of
before it is put up! Furthermore, there
Traffic Warden. I can however say in
are other toppings you can add to your
my view it is “recognisable” parking…
fencing and gates. From any big DIY
store, you can pick up some Ed
Any higher than this requires planning
permission. For the rear garden, the
fence can be taller, at a maximum of 2
metres, or 6 foot 6, with planning permission again being required if taller.
We always recommend the fencing being up to these height guidelines, to
allow for a good mixture of privacy and
natural surveillance when you are looking out of the window.
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